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But to this passage we owe more than this evidence alone.
We could hardly have hoped for a more en lightening answer
as to the sources of their financial capacity, their activity as
creditors3 and the nature of their banking business generally.
3?or we now see that as sources of capital they could rely
not only on their own fortune or the deposits they
administered, but also on the credit and confidence of other
rich merchants of their time. The secret of their privileged
position at Court is to be explained by their apparently unique
ability, in virtue of their office, their reputation, the esteem
and trust they commanded, as well as their manifold con-
nections with commercial circles, to secure from the merchants
the sums of liquid money necessary for meeting the require-
ments of the State and the Court.
What concrete details may we infer as to these
*e merchants ", the jakabidha's connection with whom the
Government valued so highly ? The commercial activities
of that time were not limited to any particular section of the
population, so that, a priori, non-Jews are by no means
excluded. Everybody was caught by the tidal wave of
commercial prosperity with its chances of gain. Christians
as well as Jews were bankers (-X*4=-), money-changers
(t3-Jt^)» ail<l merchants (v>?-1^), and so were, especially as
regards the two last-mentioned classes, Muslims.1
Nevertheless, it is probably co-religionists of Joseph b.
Phineas and Aaron b. Amram that are primarily meant.
This view is not a little supported by the reference in our
passage to the feelings of solidarity and personal confidence
which unite those ef merchants " with the two court bankers.
mentioned, though, the black list contains several persons that bore the
title of jahbadh. This, too, can be used as an argument in favour of their
privileged position at Court.
1 That Mohammedans, despite the Qur*anic prohibition, apparently
engaged in money-lending and in a considerable amount of speculation,
particularly in crops, can be proved from numerous instances. Moham-
medans as money-changers are mentioned i.a, in *-4rt&, 135; Tan.f i, 272;
Eel., ii, 307, and in many other passages.

